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Abstract In order to develop a brain spatula made of a shape memorγalloy (SMA)， this paper discusses the 
bending characteristics of a new brain spatula precision-cast in a TiNi SMA. Based on the yield stress and the 
modulus of elasticity of the copper and the TiNi SMAs， the bending deformation properties of the SMA-brain 
spatula were estimated by assuming白econdition to use the brain spatula as出巴 bendingof the strip cantilever. 
With respect to the SMA・brainspatula for the same length and width as the existing copper one， ifthe thickness 
of the conventional rolled幽SMAspatula is 1.3 times as large as that of the existing copper-brain spatula，出巴
SMA spa加lacan hold the same bending rigidity and can be bent by a smaller force than the existing copper 
one. Ifthe thickness ofthe new cast-SMA spatula is 1.2 times as large as出atofthe existing-copper spatula， th巴
SMA spaωla can hold the same bending rigidity and can be bent by the same force as the existing copper one 
1. Introduction 日ttingthe shape and depth of出eindividual brain. After白e
operation， the spatula is struck with a miniatur巴 hammerto 
The shape m巴moryeffect (SME) and superelasticity (SE) are r巴turnit to its original f1at form， after which it is sterilized by 
characteristic behaviors of a shape memory alloy (SMA). A heating and is then r巴adyfor r巴use.The usual material for brain 
strain of several percent can be recovered by heating in the case spatulas hitherto has been copper， but owing to the 
of出eSME or unloading in the case of SE. These behaviors irrecoverable loss of ev巴nness出atdevelops on出ecopper 
occur due to the martensitic transformation (MT) and its reverse surface after each use， inpractice the instrument has to be 
transformation. The large recovery s凶 sand great amounts of disposed of after being used only a few times. If an SMA 
energy disipation and storage associated with the MT are material is used instead， the original f1at shape can be r巴stored
effectively exploited in an SMA [1]-[5]. The development of automatically and precisely through the working of the SME 
applications for SMAs as intelligent materials has therefore during the sterilization heating in the autoclave. This not only 
at仕actedworldwide aitention. SMAs訂enow in use acros wid巴 savestime and dispenses with the need for hammering， but also 
fields of industry，巴lec廿icalmanufacturing， and medical and 
leisure technologies， toname only a few. 
A brain spatula or brain retractor is加 instrumentused in 
surgery to hold a brain incision open while a deep cerebral 
tumor is operat巴don. A schematic image of how this is done is 
shown in Fig. 1. As shown，出巴 spatulais used in a b巴ntfo口九
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Fig. 1.Ilustration of a brain spatula in surgical us巴
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(a) whole rake-type brain spatula against a centimeter 
(b) tip of the rake-type brain spatula 
stress-s廿ainrelations in three materials: the newly introduced 
cast TiNi Sl'vι<¥， a TiNi SMA of the conventional rolled typ巴，
and copper of th巴typeused in brain spatulas up until now. The 
shape and dimension r巴quirementsof an SMA brain spa印la
were investigated on the basis of the bending deformation 
properties of a strip cantilever. 
2. Experimental method 
2.1. Materials and specimens 
(c) batch of brain spatulas just after precision casting 
The materials used in the experiment were a new-type cast 
Ti-49.7at%Ni SMA， a conventional rolled TiづO.Oat%NiSMA， 
and copper as used in brain spatulas hitherto. The new cast 
S1も<¥was produced by precision casting using a lost-wax 
process from a self-combustion high-temperature syn出esis
method [6]. Samples of the cast and rolled SMAs were 
shape-memorized by fixing出巴min a f1at plane for 40 min at a 
furnace temperature of 753 K and then quenching them in 
water. The starting and finishing temperatures for the MT of the 
SMAs， M， and Mfi and thos巴for白ereverse transfoIτnation， A， 
and Aj， were obtained from the DSC (differ巴ntialscanning 
calorirnetric) tests. The valuωobtain巴dwere M， =326 K，時=
312 K， A， =342 K， Aj= 365 K for血erolled SMA and M， =358 
K，A今=283 K， A， =314 K， Aj= 386 K for the cast SMA. The 
specimens used in 出e tension tests were the uniform 
rectangular bars with a thickness t =1.0 mm， width w = 1.2 mm 
and length 1 = 160 mm for白erolled and cast SMAs， with 
corresponding values of t = 1.0 mm， w = 8.5 mm飢 d1 = 140 
mm for the copper. 
Fig. 2. Examples of precision-cast TiNi SMA brain spatulas; 
(a) whole rake-ザpebrain spatula against a centimeter scale， (b) 
tip of the rake-type brain spatula， (c) batch of brain spatulas 
just after precision casting 
means that the unevenness left仕omplastic deformation is 
much reduced so that出espatula can be reused over and over 
The instruments treated in this study have been recently 
developed and are precision-cast凶 alost-wax process of the 
self-combustion high-t巴mp巴raturesynthesis method [6]. The 
brain spatula needs to form itself into unique shapes according 
to the brain configurations of individual patients and， ascan be 
seen合om出eexamples in Fig. 2， the spatulas themselves also 
come in intricate forms that are a challenge to creat巴inthe TiNi 
SMA material. The precision casting technique makes it much 
easier for these tools to be manufactured. 2.2. Experimental apparatus 
The conditions required of a brain spatula are， first，白紙itcan An SMA characteristic-testing machine was used for the tension 
be bent to any d巴siredshape to fit the brain being operated on test [7]. The testing machine was composed of a tension control 
and， second， that it should have sufficient rigidity to be able to for loading and unloading and a heating-cooling devic巴 to
keep the brain incision open during the operation. These control temperature. Displacements of the specimen were 
requirements can be specified in terms of the bending measured using an extensometer with a gauge length of 50 mm. 
deformation properties of the instrument， including its bending 
rigidity. This paper is the frst r巴port巴dstudy of the plane 2.3. Experimental procedure 
b巴ndingproperties of a TiNi SMA considered as th巴material Th巴tensiontests were can'ied out under a constant strain rate 
for a brain spね la. in air at room temperature below山崎po叫 ofthe SMA bars. 
For the present study， in pursuit of the dev巴lopm巴ntof出巴 Sinc巴theyielding of the SMA occurs under low stress in the 
SMA brain spatula， tension tests were conducted to examin巴 M-phase，th巴S1ι<¥-brainspatula can be bent with a very small 
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force_ In th巴caseof SMA bars in the M-phお巳， a residual strain 
appears after unloading_ SMA bars showing the residual strain 
were heated up to temp巴raturesabove the Aj point under no 
load_ In this heating process ofthe SMA bars，出eresidual strain :J 3 
wωfound to diminish due to th巴町出巴 transformation ~ 
22 
由between the As and Ajpoints. 
3. Deformation properties of materials used for brain 
spatula 
3.1. Tensile deformαtion properties 
The stress司straincurves of the copper，出ero1巴dand the cast 
SMAs obtained from the tension t巴stunder a strain rate of dゲdt
= 2x 10-4 S-1 are shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen in Fig. 3， a 
linear elastic deformation occurs in the initial loading stage and 
yielding occurs thereafter. The modulus of elasticity E 
det巴口nined企omthe slop巴ofthe initial str巴s・straincurve is 40 
GPa for the ro11ed SMAラ54GPa for the cast SMA and 95 GPa 
for the copper. Approximating the巴lasticand yield regions of 
the stres幽straincurves to two straight lin巴s，the yield stres ()M 
was determined from the intersection ofthese lines. This gave a 
vaIue of 68 MPa for the ro11ed SMA， 168 MPa for the cast 
SMi屯and240 MPa for由巳copper.In th巴caseof the copper， the 
deformation s巴巴nat strain levels of above 0.2 % occ山 sdue to 
plastic d巴formationwith dislocations. For example， in the 
unloading process from a strain of 4 %， there is a strain 
recoverγof 0.25 % co町民pondingto出eelastic deforτnatlOn， 
leaving the r巴sidualstrain as permanent strain. In the cas巴sof 
th巳 SMAs，however， since the material is in the M-phas巴 at
room temperature below the MrPoint， yielding occurs due to 
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Fig. 3. Tensile stress-strain curv巴sfor copper， ro11ed SMA and 
cast SMA as materials for brain spatulas 
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Fig. 4. Strain-temperature curves for ro11ed and cast SMA in 
tension， with unloading fo11owed by heating without loading 
rea汀angements泊 theM-phase. In the unloading proc巴sfrom 
the same strain of 4 %， there is a strain recovery of 0.6 % for 
the rolledラ and0.8 % for the cast SMA， leaving the residual 
strains of 3.4 % and 3.2 % resp巴ctivelyaft巴runloading. 
The r官lationshipsbetween strain and temperature for the cast 
and rolled SMAs， obtained from t巴nsiontests with unloading 
fo11owed by heating in the absenc巴ofload，are shown in Fig. 4 
The symbols As:c， AsRラ AfCand AjR in Fig. 4 repr巴sentthe 
starting and finishing temperatur巴s for th巴
reverse帽transformationin the cases ofthe cast and ro11ed SMAs， 
respectively. In the heating process und巴rno load， strain begins 
to recover gradua11y around As and disapp巴arsaltogether around 
Aj. The SME behind this strain recovery occurs as a r巴sultof白e
reverse transformation 仕om th巴 kιphase to the parent 
(austenite) phas巴.
5 
3.2. Compαrison ofchaγacteγistic vαlues for deformαtion 
Table 1 sets out th巳valu巴sof the modulus of elasticity E， the 
yield stressσ'"M， the yield strain GM and th巴hardeningmodulus k 
for the copper， the rolled and the cast SMAs materials， as 
obtained from the tension t巴sts.As can b巴 seen，both the 
modulus of巴lasticityand仕1eyi巴ldstres are lower for the rolled 
and the cast SMAs than for the copper. These differences 
account for th巴 I巴sidenceto bending d巳forτnationin the SMA 
materials， and also for the bending rigidity which allows the 
brain incision to be held open in a particular shape during the 
operation. In the next sectionラ thebending d巴formation
properti己sof brain spatulas made of these materials will b巴
discuss巴d.
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Tabl巴 1. Val江巳sof modulus of elasticity， yield stress， yield 
strain and hardening modulus for copperラrolledSMA and cast 
SMA 
Rolled SMA Cast SMA Mat巴rials Copper 
(M幽phase) (M嗣phase)
Modulus of 
95 40 54 elasticity E [GPa] 
Yield s仕ess
240 68 168 σ~I [岬a]
Yield strain 
0.25 0.17 0.34 
E:M[%] 
Hardening modulus 。 2.6 2.5 k [GPa] 
4. Bending characteristics of copper and SMA brain 
spatnlas 
Fl3 4Fl3 
Ym;r~ =一一一ー=
max 3Eι Ewl 
???
Assuming that this maximum defl巴ctionymax in strips 
subjected to th巳sameforce F coincides for the copper and SMA 
materials， the following equation is obtained 
Ymox = 4Flc，ι4Fls:¥l/， (2) 一一
max Ecuw(_'z/c/ E，品μwsμtぷ山3
From the practical point of view of a brain operation， the width 
w and the length 1 of組 SMAbrain spatula are expect巴dto offer 
the same valu巳sas for a conventional spatula made of∞pper 
Therefore， itis appropriate to assume that the length and width 
dimensions of both kinds of spatula will coincid巴， leaving only 
the thickness t todiffer. Th巴thicknessfor the SJ¥，ι1¥ spatula tS/vfA 
can be found仕omEq. (2) as follows 
K 
tc". = t~ 31ー よLS'i\~L-l - ~CII :1 1 .. 
In order to design an SMA brain spatulaラ itis important to V D品』
evaluate the force required for bending of the spatula in 
operational use and the bending rigidity requir巴dfor brain 
incision to be held open during the operation. With a focus on 
thes巴twobending deformation prope社iesin spatulas mad巴of
copper and SMA， the required specifications for an SMA brain 
spatula will be clarified. Conceiving of the existing type of 
brain spatula as a bendable cantilever made of a strip of 
material with a uniform rectangular cross-section， th巴lengthof 
the strip can be expressed by 1， the width of the cross聞sectionby 
w and the thickness by t.
4.1. Bending rigidiり1required to hold the brαin spatula in its 
bentform 
In order to maintain th巴chosendisplacement in the part of 
the brain that is opened during出eoperation， itis required that 
出ebrain spatula should閃mainstabl巴inits bent form (see Fig. 
1). This requirement can be quantified in terms ofthe maximum 
permitted deflection in a cantilever made of the specified 
materials. Let us considerラinparticularラ th巴conditionsrequir己d
in each case for obtaining the same maximum deflection YIl山 m
response to th巴sameforce F applied at th巴topofth巴cantilever.
The maximum deflection ofthe cantilever YIl間 canb巴巴xpressed
using the second mom巴ntof ar巴alz = wtJ/12金omthe theory of 
elasticity as follows 
(3) 
If由巳valuesfor出emodulus of elasticity shown for th巴copper
釦 dSMA materials in Table 1 are now substituted in Eq. (3)， 
the bending rigid江iesof th巳 threetypes of spatulas will be 
found to coincide when the rolled SMA spatula has a thickness 
of 1.3 tim巴民 andthe cast SMA spatula a thickn巴sof 1.2 times 
that of the copper spatula. These are the conditionsラ inother 
words， inwhich白esame deflection and bending rigidity can be 
obtained from出eSMA brain spatulas as from th巴copperone目
4.2. Force required to bend brain spatula 
In a brain op巴ration，the surgeon has to bend the spatula to fit 
the exact shape and depth of吐1巴partof the brain being opened 
The force required to bend the brain spatula is evaluated as the 
force applied at th巴topofthe c包ltilev巴rto obtain th巴r己quir巴d
maximum bending strain. As shown in Fig. 5a， the yield 
(transformed) regions of the s仕ipduring bending occur at th巴
inner and outer surfaces of th巴 cantilever. A schematic 
stress-strain diagram and the distributions of bending strains 
and s廿essesin the strip are shown in Figs. 5bラ and6ヲ
respectively. In Fig. 5b， itis assum巴dthat the yielding region 
can be巴xpressedby the linear hardening with a hardening 
modulus k whil巴theyield stress and yield strain are expressed 
by句 1and E:/v[， respectively. In these figures， th巴 maximum
bending stress and strain are denoted by σm and &11 
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Fig. 5. (a) Elastic and transformed regions of the specimen in 
bending; (b) str巳ss-straindiagram 
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Fig. 6. Bending strain (a) and s廿巴s (b) distribution in the 
speclmen 
respectively. It is assumed that the yield stress句 1is the sam巴in
tension as in compression. 
Let us first consider the bending moment Me requir巴dto 
produce the巴lasticregion ofthe strip in bending. The thickness 
of白巴 elasticregion tM is加=(伽/Em)t. Since the maximum 
bending stress in th巴巴lasticr巴gionOillax is the sam巴asthe yi巳ld
stressσMヲthebending moment required for the elastic region 
77 
MeisMe=σMZ， where Z denotes th巴sectionmodulus and Z = 
wtJil6. Accordinglyラ出巴 bendingmoment Me for the巴lastic
reglOn IS
Me 午~(ご) (4) 
Nextラ l巴tus知m our attention to the bending moment My 
r巴quiredto create th巳yield(transformed) region of the strip. 
The c巴nterof the yield region Yc from the neutral axis z is
caJcuJated as 
Yc =行(lf) (5) 
The area Ay of the yield region in出etension side of出巴 croぉ
sectlOn IS
Ay =手(lt) (6) 
Considering吐1巴 stressdistribution in th巴 yieldregion and th巴
symmetric match between the tension and compression sidesヲ
配 bendingmoment My required to cre蹴 theyi巴Jdregion is 
obtained as follows 
Myニj h)叶いけい仙
The totaJ bending moment M r巴quiredto bend the brain spatuJa 
is出esum of the bending momentん1efor the巴lasticregion and 
批 bendingmom巴ntMy for the yield region 
一+M寸
Sinc巴白ebending moment M = Fl， the force required is 
寸(十一(でJj+3k(&十(げj) (9) 
The condition that the forces r己quiredto bend a copper spatula 
with k = 0 and an SMA spatuJa coincide can be巴xpressedas 
follows 
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Fig. 7. Relationship between出ethicknes ratio t品拙/tCIand th巴
maximum bending strain E:/1 calculated from Eq. (11) 
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Max泊四mbending strain G" [%1 
If the length 1， the width w and the maximum bending strain E:/1 
of both spatulas coincide only the thickness to differ， the 
thickness of the SMA brain spatula is 
that of the copper one， the cast SMA spatula is capable of the 
same bending rigidity and can be bent by the same force as an 
eXlstmg copper one ????
ベ3-(で}]
叶3一(引l
+3ksM4(E:"， -E:M&¥l4l1一昨日
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5. Conclusions 
In order to d巴velopthe SMA-brain spatula，出巴 mechanical
characteristics of the TiNi cast-and rolled-SMAs and the 
copper one used for the brain spatula were compared based on 
th巴tensiledeformation properties， and the characteristics of the 
SMA-brain spatula wer巴discussed.The results obtained can be 
summarized as follows. 
Based on the yield stress and the modulus of elasticity of 
???
the copper and the TiNi SMA丸山ebending deformation 
properties of the SMA-brain spatula were estimated by 
asuming血econdition to use the brain spatula as出e
bending of白estrip cantilever. With r巴spectto th巴
SMA-brain spatula for the same 1巴ngthand width as the 
巴xistingcopper one， ifthe thickness of th巴conventional
rolled-SMA spatula is 1.3 times as large as that of the 
existing copper-brain spatula， the SMA spatula can hold 
the same bending rigidity and can be bent by a smaller 
force than th巴巴xistingcopper one. If the thickness of the 
new cast-SMA spa旬lais 1.2 times as large as that of the 
existing-copper spatula， the SMA spatula can hold the 
same bending rigidity and can be bent by the same forc巴
The yield stressσivt， the yield strain E:M and the hardening 
modulus k for the thre巴typesofmaterials are shown in Table 1. 
Using these values， the thickness of the SMA brain spatula tSMA 
can be obtained from Eq. (11). The calculated relations between 
the thickness ratio t制 /tCIand出emaximum bending strain 0" 
are shown in Fig. 7. If the material of the thickness t.脳 shown
in this figure is used， an SMA spatula can be b巴ntby the same 
force as that requir巴dfor a conventional copper spatula. As can 
also be seen from Fig. 8， the maximum bending strain E:/1 exerts 
very litle effect on the ratio of tSMA to tc" except in an area of 
small E:/1 values close to the yield strain E:~ィ
thicknesses of the rolled and cast SMA spatulas紅巴1.85times 
When the 
and 1.2 times that of the copper spatula， respectively， the SMA 
spatula c加 bebent by applying the same force as with an 
existing copper spatula 
4.3. Shape ofSMA brain spatula 
The discussion in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 will have made clear 
as the existing copper one. 
The abov巴 mentionedcharacteristics of the SMA-brain 
spatula obtained in this study wil b巴substantiallyapplied 
to the development not only for the brain spatula but also 
(2) 
that if th巴lengthand th巴widthof a rolled SMA brain spatula 
are the same as those of the existing copper type while the 
thickness is 1.3 times as large， the rolled SMA spatula is 
capable of出esame bending rigidity and can be easily bent 
using a smaller force than required for the copper one. 
Similarly， ifthe thickness ofthe cast SMA spatula is 1.2 times 
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for other retractors and instruments used in other surgery 
operations. 
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